Abstract
The interpretation of Upper Palaeolithic carinated lithic forms as discarded cores from the production of bladelets is now well established and the weight of evidence to support this indisputable. However, it is also clear that the relationships between lithic typology, technology and function are complex. Presented here are micro-wear analyses of three carinated burins from the late Aurignacian level of Les Vachons, France. The remains of birch pitch adhering to the artefacts are clear evidence that they were hafted; the first time this material has been identified on Aurignacian artefacts. Thus, while the techno-morphology of the artefacts is consistent with their role as bladelet cores our results indicate that they functioned as hafted tools. Unlike other Middle and Upper Palaeolithic industries the Aurignacian is not thought to include (non-bladelet) lithic weapon tips. However, due to patterns of use-wear present on two of the artefacts we suggest that this was their most plausible hafted function.
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1. Introduction: the Aurignacian and carinated burins
The Aurignacian (c.38–29,000 BP) is the first Europe-wide Upper Palaeolithic archaeological entity and is interpreted by many as the archaeological signature of the first anatomically modern humans to occupy the continent (e.g. Conard and Bolus, 2003; Davies, 2001; Jacobi and Pettitt, 2000; Mellars, 2005; Pettitt, 2008; Stringer, 2006). Over the past decade numerous publications have detailed the technology of various carinated lithic artefacts ubiquitous in Aurignacian space and time (e.g. Chiotti, 2000, 2003; Dinnis, 2008; Flas et al., 2006; Hays and Lucas, 2001; Le Brun-Ricalens et al., 2005, 2006; Lucas, 1997; Pesesse and Michel, 2006). This work has demonstrated that many of these artefacts (thick nosed scrapers, burins busqués etc.) served first as cores for the production of small and regular bladelets. The complexity of their final form results from the standardisation of reduction technique applied to detach particular desired bladelet forms.

Two such discarded core artefacts abundant within the late Aurignacian of western Europe are burins busqués (see Flas et al., 2006) and burins des Vachons (see Pesesse and Michel 2006). However, traces of use on examples of both artefacts indicate that they were also sometimes utilised as tools: burins des Vachons from the Italian sites of San Cassiano (Arezzo) and Caruso (Foggia) have significant wear traces indicative of their use as engraving tools (Arrighi et al., 2006); and 33 burins busqués from Abri Pataud (level 7 lower) (Dordogne, France) bear polish on one or both margins (i.e. not on or around the burin bit) presumably relating to their use as tools (Chiotti, 2005: 251). Unsurprisingly lithic material in the Aurignacian has therefore been used in a flexible way, with each blank/artefact serving different functional requirements during its reduction and use.

Here, we present the results of microscopic use-wear and energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) analyses of three carinated burins from the late Aurignacian level 2 of the southwest central French site of Les Vachons. Given the form of these artefacts (close to busqué/Vachons-type burins) they were likely to have been used for the production of bladelets. However, our analyses also show the clear presence of hafting residues demonstrating that, at some point during their respective histories, they were hafted. With regard to the examples above, this is significant; taking the reports of the core artefacts from San Cassiano, Caruso and Abri Pataud at face value, artefacts there appear to have been used expeditiously (i.e. handheld). Conversely, the three artefacts from Les Vachons presented here were demonstrably processed and formed the active part of a composite technology, comprising a shaft, birch pitch used as mastic and the stone tool itself. In addition, we tentatively interpret the artefacts’ function. Our use-wear results indicate that they were not utilised as engraving tools. Instead, two of them appear to have been used as hafted weapon points. While many Aurignacian assemblages contain osseous points, the authors are unaware of any (non-bladelet) lithic points in other assemblages.

2. Use-wear analysis and birch pitch identification
Since Sergej A. Semenov’s pioneering work in the 1950s (Semenov, 1964) microscopic use-wear analysis has been adopted and developed by a number of lithic archaeologists (e.g. Anderson, 1980; Hayden, 1979; Kамmingа, 1977; Keeley, 1980; Odell and Odell-Vereeeken, 1980; Plisson, 1985; Unrath, 1982; Unrath et al., 1986; Vaughan, 1985; and many others). Working from a pool of data accrued via experimental imitation of presumed prehistoric working activities using replicas of lithic artefacts, analysts are able to identify wear patterns and surface alterations on lithic artefacts found in the archaeological record. Macro- and microscopic comparison of wear traces on experimental and archaeological lithic material allows the likely function(s) of the latter to be determined.

With specific regard to hafted weapon tips, two broad forms of use-wear have been consistently shown to be significant in diagnosis: impact scars and superficial striations.
The result of forceful longitudinal collision, impact scars are the negatives of frontal bending fractures that terminate with step or hinge terminations at the tip of projectile points (e.g. Fischer et al., 1984; Lombard, 2005a,b; Lombard and Pargeter, 2008) or the negatives of fractures that resemble burin blows occurring along either one of the lateral edges, but lacking the negative bulb of percussion common to deliberate burination (Barton and Bergman, 1982; Lombard, 2005b). Similar scars observed on the opposite (hafted) end of projectile implements have been attributed to reacting forces of the shaft upon impact (Pawlik, 1997).

Relatively uncommon on archaeological artefacts, superficial striations are likewise an indicator of forceful frontal impact when positioned longitudinally along the axis of the impact and penetration of the tip. In this case, they are usually positioned slightly away from – rather than at – the tip (Lombard, 2005a). Comprehensive experimental study by Fischer et al. (1984) has recognised these striations as a diagnostic feature of projectile points, concluding that impact with bone creates sufficient kinetic energy and friction to produce these linear polishes.

Both of these use-wear traces have been identified on lithic artefacts from various prehistoric assemblages, and particularly on artefacts whose morphology had already suggested use as a weapon tip (e.g. Levallois points, Solutrean points, Neolithic arrow points) (Geneste and Plisson, 1993; Hardy et al., 2001; Pawlik, 1995: 128ff; Pawlik and Thissen, 2008; Shea, 1988).

The process of hafting itself causes (albeit weak) wear traces on the hafted artefacts and these are often neglected in micro-wear analysis. Wear traces characteristic of hafting include: clusters of fractures on the edges of the hafted section of the artefact, and polishing of the micro-topography (e.g. dorsal ridges) also limited to the hafted area and resulting from minor movements of the tool within the shaft (Keeley, 1982; Lombard, 2005a; Pawlik, 1995, 2004a; Rots, 2003).

In addition to invasive traces of wear visible on the tool’s surface, identification of residues adhering to the artefact is integral to the reconstruction of past activities. Residues from worked materials (e.g. blood, starch grains, phytoliths, epidermal tissue, parenchyma, ochre, pyrite etc.) remain sometimes – although not frequently – on the artefact’s functional parts. Approaches to the identification of these residues have been discussed by a number of authors (e.g. Fullagar, 1998; Gechter-Jones and Pawlik, 1998; Hardy and Garufi, 1998; Pawlik, 2004b; Haslam, 2006; Lombard, 2005a; Loy, 1983, 1990; Rots and Williamson, 2004; Torrence and Barton, 2006).

Residues not only originate from the contact or working material but also from the tool’s hafting and handling. Microscopic examination of Mesolithic and Upper Palaeolithic artefacts from various sites in Austria and Germany revealed blackish residues that occurred in many cases on the potential hafted area, rather than along the functional edges (Baales, 2002; Kind, 1997; Pawlik, 1997; Schäfer et al., 2006). These residues were just a few micro-metres in size and too small for standard chemical analysis. Analysis comprising optical microscopy, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and EDX allowed the elementary composition of the residue to be documented and – with reference to experimentally created samples and samples from Neolithic sites in Germany and Switzerland – the material identified as birch pitch (Pawlik, 1995, 2004a). This work led to the identification of these residues as the remains of hafting mastic (Rottländer, 1991).

This combination of optical microscopy, SEM and EDX – used within this study – has previously proved ideal for successful identification of birch pitch residues (Kind, 1997; Pawlik, 1995, 2004a,b). The method permits a precise ‘point and shoot’ element and can be applied to samples only a few micrometres in size under live view conditions. Furthermore, and important when dealing with collections of historical as well as archaeological importance, it is a non-invasive method.
Archaeological evidence— at least for Europe— exists only for adhesives deriving from birch (Weiner, 2005: 20). Birch pitch is the oldest known synthetically produced material and its use as an adhesive has already been recognised as early as the Middle Palaeolithic (e.g. at Altdorf, Campitello, Königsaue) (Grünberg, 2002; Koller et al., 2001; Mazza et al., 2006; Pawlik and Thissen, 2008). Its production entails the heating of rolls of birch bark in an oxygen-free atmosphere causing the bark to transform completely into a liquid pitch. While distillation of birch pitch using a retort is known to have been practiced since the 10th century AD (Weiner, 1988), prehistoric evidence for this method, even during the Neolithic, is remarkably absent (Weiner, 1991).

Figure 1 Schematic diagram of the reduction of a thick flake using the late Aurignacian burin des Vachons technique. The platform from which the bladelet will be produced is formed by a burin removal (top). A series of initial ventral removals (bottom and bottom left) are made in order to regulate the shape and scar pattern of the blank, and therefore the precise morphology of the desired end product: a long, thin, regular bladelet (bottom right). (Figure modified from Pesesse and Michel, 2006: 150 – permission to use figure given by D. Pesesse.)

Obviously, ceramic retorts cannot have been used during the Palaeolithic. Instead, experimental work has indicated that prehistoric birch pitch could have been produced by using a narrow pit in the ground as the ‘retort’ (Palmer, 2007; Pawlik, 1995, 2004a). The lit birch bark is placed into the pit, causing the removal of oxygen from its immediate surroundings, and allowing the pitch to ‘sweat out’. This sticky liquid can be applied immediately as hafting mastic. One characteristic of birch pitch formed in this way is the presence of unaltered primary plant matter embedded in the amorphous matrix. This can be detected under the SEM (Pawlik, 1995: 209-211).

An unusual artefact from the Mesolithic site of Henauhof-Nord II in southwest Germany supports this proposed method of production: a quantity of birch bark wrapped around a central core made of small pebbles and clay (Kind, 1997: 102). Micro-wear analysis of the Henauhof-Nord II lithic assemblage, along with the presence of several hearths, has led to the site being interpreted as a hafting and retouching site (Pawlik, 1997). It therefore appears that at Henauhof-Nord II this birch wrap was a preparation for the production of pitch.

3. The Aurignacian of Les Vachons

The site of Les Vachons lies on a tributary of the Boëme River (itself a tributary of the Charente) in the south central French département of Charente. The site comprises two rock shelters that have
yielded Early and Mid Upper Palaeolithic material and a cave that has yielded Mid Upper Palaeolithic archaeology only.

In the decades before 1929 excavations of the cave deposits and the rock shelters were carried out by Coiffard. Between 1929 and 1937 further work was undertaken at both rock shelters by Bouyssonie, in conjunction with Coiffard. (Bouyssonie and de Sonneville-Bordes, 1956; Perpère, 1972, 1977). As a result of the work of Bouyssonie, five archaeological levels consistent between both rock shelters were identified (Bouyssonie, 1948; Bouyssonie and de Sonneville-Bordes, 1956; Perpère, 1977). Of these, the lowermost two are Aurignacian.

The lithic assemblage from the basal level 1 is dominated by retouched blades and scrapers (including carinated forms) with very few burins, and contains a split-based osseous point. The overlying level 2 contains a higher proportion of dihedral and carinated burins and the presence of numerous *burins busqués* and *burins des Vachons* demonstrates its later Aurignacian age. Regionally, these levels have been placed into a middle and late phase of the Aurignacian respectively (Dujardin, 2005). With reference to the well-understood Aurignacian sequence from southern France the two levels can be satisfactorily described respectively as Early and Recent Aurignacian (sensu Bordes, 2006).

4. Artefacts analysed

Ubiquitous within the collections from level 2 from both rock shelters at Les Vachons are a series of lithic artefacts bearing a burin scar (more often than not dorsally orientated) that has subsequently been used as the platform for several burin/ventrally orientated removals. These secondary removals leave a ventrally visible carinated area. First described formally by Perpère (1972) as a distinct artefact group, *burins des Vachons* are certainly present in late Aurignacian assemblages throughout the south of France (Pesesse and Michel, 2006), in Italy to the east (Arrighi et al., 2006) and in Belgium to the north (Otte, 1979). Within southern France at least they are found only within the latest Aurignacian levels (Pesesse and Michel, 2006). Recently, Pesesse and Michel (2006) have studied *burins des Vachons* from a portion of the Les Vachons collection. Their conclusion that the artefacts are discarded cores from the systematic production of bladelets is convincing: see Fig.1.

Following the descriptions of Pesesse and Michel, the assemblage from Les Vachons level 2 contains *burins des Vachons*, ‘*burins busqués* à tendance Vachons’ (Pesesse and Michel, 2006: 151), typical *burins busqués* and more standard carinated burins. Three artefacts whose techno-morphology resembles ‘burins busqués à tendance Vachons’ in the Henri-Martin collection (part of the Coiffard collection) at the Institut de Paléontologie Humaine (Paris) were chosen for micro-wear analysis due to a consistency in their form (two of which are detailed below and in Figs. 2 and 8: Va2c2 309 and Va2c2 320); unlike most carinated burins from the site they appeared ‘over-engineered’ to be simple discarded bladelet cores. In addition, three more standard burins were also chosen for comparison. All six have been made on flint and are therefore particularly suitable for the identification of use-wear traces (see Lombard, 2005a: 288).
Figure 2 Va2c2 309: Dorsal, ventral and profile views. The cross-sections to the right are those at (from top to bottom) 5, 10, 25, 50 and 75 percent of the length of the artefact from its distal point. Illustration by Angeliki Theodoropoulou.

The six selected burins were subjected to microscopic use-wear analysis applying the low-power method using a zoom-stereomicroscope Olympus SZX-9 with a magnification of 6–57x and the high-power method using a reflected-light microscope Olympus BXFM-LWD with differential-interference-contrast attachment and 100–500x magnification. The microphotographs were taken with a Canon Powershot A80 digital camera and Promicron microscope adapter. The artefacts and detected residues then underwent closer inspection under a scanning electron microscope TESCAN VEGA II LSU with BSE-Detector in connection with an EDX-system BRUKER AXS XFlash Silicon Drift Detector 4030. With regards to their supposed nature, operation in low vacuum mode was chosen to avoid sputtering the samples. Sputtering is usually applied on non-conductive objects to deposit a thin layer of conductive material like carbon or gold–palladium. The conductive layer prevents the accumulation of static electric fields at the specimen due to the electron irradiation required during imaging and enables better conductivity while imaging samples. However, the possibility that a carbon coating could falsify the EDX measurements of the residue samples while a gold–palladium coating, being chemically more aggressive, could cause damage to or alter the specimens’ elementary signature led to the decision to avoid the sputtering preparation and accept instead a slight reduction in image contrast and quality but take full advantage of the X-ray micro-probing EDX.

Only three burins were suitable for both low- and high-power analysis. Perhaps due to the heavily patinated surfaces on two artefacts (Va1c2 346 and Va2c2 359), no developed use-wear or any residues could be observed. Va1c1 233 was contaminated by spilled black ink on the burin tip and also the remains of insect cocoons. It was therefore excluded from the micro-wear study.

5. Results of analyses

5.1. Va2c2 309

Va2c2 309 was created on the proximal segment of a uniform (blade?) blank with a small, flat platform still present proximally (see Fig. 2). A dorsally orientated burin scar resulting from a removal struck from the distal end lies to the right of the artefact in dorsal view. Struck from this scar are a series of removals, mostly visible ventrally. The larger and more distally positioned of these scars are reminiscent of the preparation applied to burins des Vachons in order to modify the morphology of a subsequently struck bladelet removal close to the tip (compare Figs. 1 and 2). The ventral morphology of the distal part of the artefact is therefore consistent with its use in bladelet
creation. As a result of these removals, distally the artefact terminates to a ‘point’, with a ‘rounded’ cross-section tapering to this point (Fig. 2).

Unlike the burin des Vachons chaîne opératoire described by Pesesse and Michel (2006) the ventral removals on Va2c2 309 continue down almost the entire length of the right margin (left in ventral view in Fig. 2). It is difficult to see how the more proximal retouches relate to the deliberate ventral core modification seen distally in burins des Vachons (Fig. 1). Instead, these may have been applied to shape the artefact. The presence and positioning of a retouched concavity on the left side (in dorsal view – right in ventral) lying at the termination of the most distal ventrally orientated removal scars is reminiscent of the notch used to regulate the length of detached bladelets on typical burins busqué.

The artefact (see Fig. 3 top) shows along its proximal part a unilateral edge retouch with step scalar scars and second-edgerow on ventral (Fig. 3, sector A: Fig. 4a) together with an irregular pattern of scars and breaks along the opposite edge (Fig. 3, sector B: Fig. 4b). The latter provides the edge with a denticulate appearance. A slight edge rounding was noted. The immediate tip is microfractured and its structure shattered, obviously by a dynamic frontal impact (Fig. 3, sector C: Fig. 4c). The burin facet (Fig. 3, sector D: Fig. 4d) seems to correspond with a ventral reduction caused by several hinge scars (Fig. 3, sector E: Fig. 4e). Both measures could have served for the rejuvenation of the tip and the creation of a thin, rhomboid cross-section of the pointed distal end. Despite the patination of the tool’s surface hampering the high-power analysis numerous residues were found along the proximal half of the tool, especially on the dorsal face (Fig. 3, pos. 2–5: Fig. 4h; Fig. 5a–c). They are associated with signs of abrasion in the form of a highly reflecting micro-polish on elevated parts of the artefact’s micro-topography, such as the dorsal ridges and the bulb of percussion (Fig. 3, pos. 1, 6: Fig. 4g–h; Fig. 5d). The presence and positioning of these micro-wear traces and residues indicate that the artefact was hafted and that the hafted area included the entire proximal half of the artefact (Fig. 3, pos. 7: Fig. 5e). No polishes or edge wear indicative of use as an engraving tool (e.g. see Pawlik, 1992: 72ff) are apparent at the tip. The use of the artefact as an engraving tool is therefore extremely unlikely.
Figure 3 Locations and numbers of observed wear traces and residues on Va2c2 309, Va1c2 312 and Va2c2 320.
5.2. Va1c2 312

Va1c2 312 (see Fig. 6) is made on a less regular blank than Va2c2 309 (above) and Va2c2 320 (below). The area of a concave ‘burin’ scar lying to the right (dorsal view) has been used as the platform for subsequent removals, the most prominent lying ventrally. This larger removal scar is consistent with the deliberate production of bladelet débitage.
Figure 5 Micro-wear traces and residues on Va2c2 309 and Va1c2 312.

Figure 6 Va1c2 312: Dorsal, ventral and profile views. Cross-sections as in Fig. 2. Illustration by Angeliki Theodoropoulou.
Figure 7 Residues, use-wear and hafting traces on Va1c2 312 and Va2c2 320.

See Figure 3 (middle). Numerous residues cover the proximal retouch of the artefact’s edge (Fig. 3, sector B: Fig. 5g,h). As with Va2c2 309 they also appear to be the remains of hafting mastic. S-shaped transverse and torsion fractures have removed part of the distal end and truncated the burin tip (Fig. 3, sector A: Fig. 5f) and are the result of a hard frontal impact. Again, no polish or edge wear indicative of use as an engraving tool is present at or around the burin bit. Small, shallow scars can be seen ventrally directed towards the bulb of percussion. These can result from reacting forces from a shaft during impact (Pawlik, 1997). At higher magnifications, more residue spots appear on the surface, accumulating on the proximal area of the tool, until the line AA0 (Fig. 3, pos. 1: Fig. 7a;
Residue spots are also present on the lateral retouch (Fig. 3, pos. 4: Fig. 7f). The residues are associated with dull polishes on the elevated parts of the micro-topography (Fig. 3, pos. 1: Fig. 7b; Fig. 3, pos. 3: Fig. 7e). Again, the combination and positioning of micro-polishing and residues are good evidence that the artefact was hafted.

Figure 8 Va2c2 320: Dorsal, ventral and profile views. Cross-sections as in Fig. 2. Illustration by Angeliki Theodoropoulou. This artefact is also figured in Perpe’ re (1977: 394), and is described by her as a “burin des Vachons distal sur petit éclat mince”.

5.3. Va2c2 320

See Fig. 8. Given its techno-morphological similarity to Va2c2 309 (compare Figs. 2 and 8), the description of that artefact (above) adequately describes this also. The main difference between the two artefacts is the presence of less invasive ventral retouch down the left hand margin (ventral view). The similarity in gross morphology of Va2c2 320 and Va2c2 309 suggests that this differential aggressiveness of retouch may relate to a desire for a consistent artefactual shape.

See Fig. 3 (bottom). Areas of residue are found in considerable quantity along the left lateral edge on the dorsal face (Fig. 3, sector A: Fig. 7g,h). Under the reflected-light microscope the bubbly structure of the residue, typical of weathered pitch, becomes visible (Fig. 3, pos. 2: Fig. 9g). Smaller residue spots can be found scattered on the entire proximal area of the tool. An irregular edge retouch and scarring along the proximal parts of both lateral edges (Fig. 3, sector B: Fig. 7i; Fig. 3, sector C: Fig. 9a) seem to be use-related. The edge appears abraded and blunt along sector D (Fig. 9c) while small and steep scars with distal feather- and step-cross-sections have serrated the edge of sector D (Fig. 9h). Associated with the edge scars are residues (Fig. 9b). These features are again consistent with the artefact having been hafted.

Frontal scars and glossy superficial striations appear at the tip on the dorsal surface (Fig. 3, sector E: Fig. 9d,e) as well as deeper striations slightly further away from the tip (Fig. 3, pos. 1: Fig. 9f). The immediate tip shows frontal micro-fractures, mostly with distal step cross-section (Fig. 10a,b), while longitudinal scars occur on the burin facet (Fig. 3, sector F: Fig. 10c). Together, these features provide good evidence of a frontal impact, consistent with an artefact’s use as a weapon tip (e.g. see Lombard, 2005b: 116). As with the other two artefacts presented here, the burin bit does not show any micro-wear patterns indicative of use as an engraving tool. Some sediment particles are embedded in the residue and cell structures and fragmented cell remains are visible (Fig. 10h).
The spectrum of elements acquired from several residue samples through EDX analysis shows a significant peak for carbon, verifying the organic nature of the samples (Fig. 11). Trace elements were detected: potassium (K), calcium (Ca) and sulphur (S) as well as iron (Fe), aluminium (Al), sodium (Na) and magnesium (Mg). The latter elements very likely originate from the sediment. More significant is the presence of Ca, K and S. These elements have been shown to exist in considerable quantities (as well as in the EDX histograms) in birch pitch found on artefacts from the Neolithic site of Burgäschisee-Süd and the Mesolithic site of Henauhof-Nord II (Pawlik, 1995: 199-201). Likewise, EDX of experimentally created birch pitch indicated the presence of Ca and K (Pawlik, 1995: 202). It was then concluded that these elements derived from exposure to fire and ash during processing and use.

The residues on the artefacts presented here show strong similarity to and display the same characteristics as the aforementioned samples from the Mesolithic and Neolithic. There, the origin birch bark had partly turned into pitch while primary plant material still remained.

Figure 9 Micro-wear traces and residues on Va2C2 320.
6. Summary and conclusions

Our results confirm the conclusion of previous studies (Arrighi et al., 2006; Chiotti, 2005: 251) in that Aurignacian carinated burins understood techno-typologically as discarded cores from the production of bladelets were also sometimes utilised as tools. More generally, this study concurs with the largest use-wear analysis of Aurignacian lithic material to date (Hardy et al., 2008); the ultimate function(s) of lithic artefacts cannot be determined securely from techno-typological presupposition (whether this is technologically demonstrated or techno-typologically inferred). The implications of this with regard to broad syntheses of behaviour based upon archaeologically observed lithic artefact form are obvious.

Analyses presented here show clearly that all three artefacts studied were the functionally active part of a composite technology that would have included a shaft, a haft that incorporated birch pitch as mastic and the stone artefact. This hafting mastic would have been strong, easy to maintain and even recyclable. The location of hafting residues and associated micro-wear traces indicate a basal hafting encompassing at least the proximal half of all three artefacts. The visible structure of the residues has a high similarity to previously identified birch pitch on hafted tools from the Neolithic, Mesolithic, Upper and Middle Palaeolithic. With birch pitch now identified on (Early Upper Palaeolithic) Aurignacian artefacts this hafting process represents a technological continuity within Europe from the Middle Palaeolithic to the Neolithic. In light of the similarity of the microscopic structure of the pitch (described above) recognised from these different periods it can be postulated that a similar method of procurement and distillation was used throughout. Certainly humans during these periods had the knowledge to identify the source of this material and the skill to successfully extract and use it.

Given the nature of use-wear traces evident on the unhafted (distal) section of the artefacts, we suggest that at least two of them (Va2c2 309 and Va2c2 320 – Figs. 2 and 8) were used as weapon tips. Morphologically, the cross-section at and close to their tips has been rendered rounded due to both dorsal and ventral removals. Although much more irregular on these lithic artefacts, a rounding is also apparent on distal cross-sections of osseous points from the Aurignacian and elsewhere in the Upper Palaeolithic (e.g. see Leroy-Prost, 1979: 251; Vercoutère, 2004: Pl. VIII d). The retouched concavity on their left margin (in dorsal view) may have aided their secure hafting. Our analyses indicate that they were not used as engraving tools. Instead, use-wear features present are consistent with dynamic frontal forces at the distal point: impact damage at– and striations radiating away from– the tip. With regard to the use of ‘burin’ removals to shape the tip of a weapon point, an ethnographic study by Witthoft (1968) describes the burin blow technique as “… a common method of repointing projectile points when a broken tip was repaired in the field”. It is also known that elongated burin-like removals were sometimes applied to resharpen Middle Palaeolithic bifaces (Wragg Sykes, in preparation). It is hoped that future work will allow replicas of these two artefacts to be hafted and their potential use(s), including as weapon tips, explored.

The third artefact (Va1c2 312 – Fig. 6) is more difficult to interpret. Its present morphology makes interpretation as a weapon tip unfeasible. Macroscopic analysis indicates that part of its distal morphology results from a frontal impact. However, the last technological action on the artefact is a removal whose scar is reminiscent of the creation of a long, regular bladelet. Complete lack of microscopic distal use-wear traces therefore suggests that it may have been broken and then reworked before being discarded. Further clues to its precise function are thus lost. It is certainly not inconceivable that all three artefacts served the same function when hafted.

Due to the antiquity of the excavations at Les Vachons and the subsequent history of the collections the artefacts analysed in this study are presumed to have been bladelet cores on account of their techno-morphology. Any attempt to refit débitage to these particular artefacts would be bound to
fail. It is known that some unretouched material from the site was discarded as unimportant during the initial excavations (A. Fontaine, personal communication) and very few small lithic pieces remain in the collection (RD, personal observation). Without this refitting, it is impossible to demonstrate securely that these particular artefacts were reduced with this aim. However, technological similarities between accepted bladelet core artefact types, particularly burins busqués and burins des Vachons sensu Pesesse and Michel (2006), are good circumstantial evidence that these three artefacts served a similar function.

It is plausible that the artefacts described here were created and rejuvenated—perhaps while in the haft—using the same reduction method as was used more commonly for the production of bladelets. This reduction sequence may therefore have served both to create (and renew?) the tip of the artefact and to provide usable débitage.

What is readily apparent from these analyses is that the relationship between lithic techno-typology and function is complex. A reduction sequence approximating the technological reduction sequence of burin des Vachons bladelet creation is visible on two of the artefacts presented here (Va2c2 309 and Va2c2 320). Indeed, one example (Va2c2 320) has been described previously as a burin des Vachons (Perpère, 1977: 394; see Fig. 8). Our analyses demonstrate that this reduction also served a more primary role than the production of bladelets; to shape the active part of a hafted artefact. This serves as a reminder of the complexity of use of lithic resources in the Early Upper Palaeolithic and the problems inherent in inferring the function of artefacts using techno-typological analysis alone.

Finally, the authors would like to draw attention to the often overlooked potential of old collections. Despite the collection’s long curatorial history, micro-wear analysis on a portion of our chosen sample was successful and the presence of significant traces of hafting residue on the artefacts is testament to the information artefacts from old collections can yield. The authors also hope that this study highlights the potential for hafting residues to be present on Aurignacian artefacts. We would urge Palaeolithic archaeologists to implement suitable post-excavation controls (specifically with regard to the handling and cleaning of material) to ensure that such residues are not lost.
Figure 10 SEM images of impact wear traces and birch pitch residues.
Figure 11 EDX-histograms of birch pitch residues on Va1c2 312 and Va2c2 320.
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